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Abstract Advances in smart technologies, wireless networking, and the increased interest in services have led to
the emergence of ubiquitous and pervasive computing as one
of the most promising areas of computing in recent years.
Researchers have become specifically interested in smart
spaces and the significant improvements it can introduce to
our lives. Most smart spaces rely on physical components
such as sensors to sense and acquire information about the
real world environment and surroundings. Although sensor
networks can provide useful contextual information, they
are known for their high degree of unreliability and limited
resources.
We believe that it is necessary to augment physical sensors with other kinds of data to create more reliable and truly
context-aware smart spaces. In this paper we therefore utilize mobile devices and social networks to acquire more detailed and useful contextual information that can help create
smarter spaces. We then propose a smart spaces architecture
that utilizes these new contexts and in particular the social
context.
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1 Introduction
Advances in smart technologies, wireless networking, mobile devices, sensors and the increased interest in services
have led to the emergence of ubiquitous and pervasive computing as one of the most promising areas of computing in
recent years. Stimulated by the recent popularity of wireless
mobile communications as well as the increased availability
of location-aware services and contextual information, pervasive computing aims at providing “what you want, when
you want it, how you want it, and where you want it” [1]
services to users and applications. These services are usually provided within the context of a smart space. A smart
space can be defined as an environment that is capable of
acquiring and applying knowledge about the environment
and its inhabitants in order to improve their experience in
that environment [2]. The goal of smart spaces is liberate the
users from the mundane tasks that they manually perform to
change their environment and meet their requirements. Via
smart spaces these environments automatically customize
themselves to adapt to user preferences. This is achieved by
having the environment detect the current context of entities
within the environment at any given moment and providing
tailored services. Smart spaces can provide numerous potential uses: they can automate objects within the environment
to meet people’s needs, adapt to their preferences, increase
their productivity, customize their shopping experiences and
provide targeted services just to mention a few. By doing so,
smart spaces increase users’ satisfaction and enhance their
overall real life experience.
Most smart space research projects rely on physical components such as sensors to sense and acquire information
about the real world environment. Wireless sensor networks
can be utilized to sense, collect, and broadcast information
of the surrounding physical environment, such as temperature, pressure, sound, light, motion, etc. Using this sensory
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data, the smart space modules can reason about the environment and take an action to change the state of that environment. There is a common belief within the research community that without physical components, the only other way of
obtain contextual information is via theoretical algorithms
which have very limited or no practical use [3]. Although
sensor networks can provide useful contextual information,
they are known for their high degree of unreliability and
limited resources. Due to physical limitations, sensor nodes
have limited energy, networking, computational and storage
capabilities. These limitations lead to partial data and uncertainty in the sensed information [4]. Moreover, it is often
unreasonable to congregate all the sensed data from each deployed sensor because of the overwhelming amount of data
generated and the energy required to harvest such data. Furthermore, wireless sensors can usually provide contextual
information about the physical environment but are incapable of accurately predicting social information such as the
interests and preferences of users within the environment.
We believe that it is necessary to augment physical sensors with other kinds of data to create more reliable and
truly context-aware smart spaces. In this paper we therefore
utilize mobile devices and social networks to acquire more
detailed useful contextual information that can help create
smarter spaces. We then propose a Smart Spaces architecture that utilizes these new contexts and in particular the Social context.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we propose
new criteria for obtaining context that involves more than
physical contexts. In Sect. 3 we discuss related work. Section 4 presents the system architecture. In Sect. 5 the data
flow is described. A new way for managing Presence is then
presented in Sect. 6. Representing Social Context and the
full ontology are then described in Sects. 7 and 8 respectively. This is followed by the performance evaluation in
Sect. 9 and finally the conclusion in Sect. 10.
2 Heterogeneous contexts
We propose a novel context aware architecture that captures multiple properties from the environment via different
sources. The captured contexts are heterogeneous in nature
and range from Social contexts acquired from social networks to physical contexts acquired from wireless sensors.
Table 1 presents the different contexts captured by our pervasive computing framework.
Social context refers to information about people within
the environment. Social context reflects how people around
something use and interpret it and consequently the Social
Context changes as people within the environment change.
Some pervasive computing projects collect user preferences in an attempt to create a Social Context [4, 5]. However these solutions require users to manually enter their
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Table 1 Heterogeneous contexts
Context

Definition

Source

Social Context

Information about people within the environment.

Social Networking
Services.

Location Context

Information about a device’s current and future physical locations.

GPS satellite tracking, Cellular tower
triangulation, Wi-Fi
or Wi-Max networks.

Networking
Context

Information about the
networking capabilities
of entities within the
environment. This info
can usually be used to
infer more information
about an entity.

Heterogeneous networking interfaces
such as Bluetooth,
Wi-Fi, Wi-Max, 3G,
Cellular networks,
etc.

Device’s Physical Context

Physical information
about the orientation
of devices within the
environment.

Accelerometers, Gyroscopes, etc.

Environment’s
Physical
Context

Physical information
about the environment
and entities within
the environment, such
as pressure, temperature, humidity, light
intensity, etc.

Digital Thermometers, Pressure pads,
etc.

preferences into an application via some sort of user interface. These solutions have usually failed at obtaining useful
user information due to the users’ reluctance to manually
provide information about themselves and their interests [6].
Most users are simply not interested in entering additional
information while others are too busy. Asking the users to
fill out long forms about their hobbies, interests and preferences is simply impractical and defies the spirit of pervasive
computing that aims at building invisible technologies that
require minimal user interaction [7]. We are interested in acquiring and creating genuine Social Contexts that truly describe people within an environment. We therefore exploit a
recent technology that has significantly increased in popularity over the past few years and that is Social Networking.
There has been a huge interest in social networking with
networks like Facebook ranking within the top ten most visited websites daily in most developed countries. Social networks contain a wealth of information about the users’ interests, preferences, education, career, etc. that can help build
more knowledgeable and smarter spaces. By exploiting the
fact that most users carry a mobile device wherever they go
and by utilizing the wealth of information available through
social networking, we are able to acquire accurate Social
Context information that we believe can help create a truly
ubiquitous, intelligent and adaptive environment that significantly enhances the users’ experience.
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We therefore focus on designing and developing an architecture that supports Social Contexts obtained from Social
Networks.

3 Background & related work
In this section we present the criteria needed to create a successful social network based system. We then analyze some
related work and discuss which criteria they meet and how
they can be improved. The requirements for creating a social network dependent system are different from those of
any other system because of the heterogeneity of social networks and the large amount of services they are expected to
offer. Here are some of the criteria we propose for creating
a truly reliable and practical social network based system:
Social Network Independent and Standardized —There are
hundreds of social networks and each has its own users and
features. Allowing the different social networks to connect
to the system is necessary. In order to do so, there must be a
common language that all social profiles, no matter which
social network they are a part of, can be presented in.
Networking Technology Independent —There is a multitude
of heterogeneous networks each offering different coverage ranges and speeds. All these networks are here to stay
and there is a common belief that the future network is a
heterogeneous network that allows different networks to
co-exist and benefits from the advantages of each. Ensuring that the system is accessible via any kind of network
technology is therefore necessary.
Service Independent —In the past, services were tightly coupled with the system but as we evolve from a communication centric world to a service oriented one, we realize
that different users have different requirements and preferences. Creating a handful of services can no longer satisfy
all users. Third party developers should be able to create
services and easily plug it into a social network system.
Device Independent —There is no killer device. Just like
everything else in life, people will always have different
tastes and preferences in mobile devices. Platforms will always evolve and operating systems will change. Creating
a system that is device specific will only lead to its demise
and failure. It is important that users can access their social
network system and services from any kind of device they
are using.
There have been several projects that focus on mobile systems for social networks. However, most of these
projects have focused on allowing users to access Social
Networks through their mobile devices [8]. Other projects
[9, 10] have focused on creating new local social groups and
providing services that allow text messaging and exchange
of data such as photos and music within that local group.
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These groups are often very specific in purpose and no interaction is made with global Social Networks. Beyrem Chelly
et al. [11] present an algorithm aiming at connecting members of a community equipped with mobile devices based
on their location to create cooperative groups. However they
only focus on network layer connectivity and barely establish any kind of social networking or interaction between
the users nor do they use any semantic definitions to ensure
generality and extensibility. Similarly, Yao-Jen Chang et al.
[12] propose an interactive multimedia location-based application that provides supportive social services in a work
field. The system enables social workers, their colleagues,
and other participating professionals to keep in touch with
each other and stay informed and organized as a single mobile community. Although this may prove to be an invaluable application in the workplace, there is no mention of
utilizing currently available Social Networks or representing
social contexts. Furthermore, the system seems to be limited
by many factors including networking interfaces.
Marco von Arb et al. [13] take Social Networking one
step further and introduce a decentralized system, VENETA,
that is able to explore the social neighborhood of a user by
detecting friends of friends. They develop a distributed algorithm that is able to locate friends of friends that are in
the user’s current physical proximity. They also address privacy related issues. Although VENETA tackles some of the
issues relating to locating mobile friends in the region, contextual information is not utilized and thus the system lacks
any context-awareness. Furthermore, VENETA uses a local
relational database to share the information and does not try
presenting the data in a format that can be interpreted across
multiple platforms. No information is mentioned as to how
the system can tackle these issues to provide a feasible service. Google had an attempt at penetrating the Mobile Social Networks market by purchasing DodgeBall [14], a Social Networking Service founded by Dennis Crowley and
Alex Rainert [15]. Google however failed to realize that in
order to succeed it is necessary to interface with other Social Networks rather than build a mobile Social Networking
platform from scratch. People were reluctant to provide new
profile information and in many cases never found any of
their friends on DodgeBall.
Emiliano Miluzzo et al. [16] design a personal sensing
system called CenceMe that enables members of social networks to share their sensing presence with their friends in
a secure manner. Sensing presence captures a user’s status in terms of their activity (e.g., sitting, walking, meeting friends), disposition (e.g., happy, sad, doing OK), habits
(e.g., at the gym, coffee shop today, at work) and surroundings (e.g., noisy, hot, bright, high ozone). CenceMe then injects sensing presence into popular social networking websites such as Facebook, MySpace, and Instant Messaging
services such as Skype. These improved user statuses provide more information about a user to their online friends
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but it does not make use of the contextual information to enhance the mobile user’s real-world experience. It also has a
limited set of statuses and does not allow for the customizability that most users prefer.
So far all of the above-mentioned research projects have
failed to realize the true potential behind Mobile Social
Networking. It is not about using the contextual information to improve your online status but rather enhance you
real-world presence and experience. The only two research
projects which realize this vision to a certain extent are
Serendipity [17] and WhozThat [18]. Serendipity is based
on the belief that the mobile phone market is at a critical
tipping point, where functionality will shift from the traditional telephone paradigm to a much broader socio-centric
perspective. Serendipity therefore utilized contextual social
information to provide services such as dating or knowledge management systems. It does so by facilitating interactions between physically proximate people through a centralized server. Unfortunately, Serendipity does not harness
the wealth of information available in Social Networks but
rather creates its own user profile database. This database
lacks a generic standardized data format. It is therefore very
limited in scope and functionality and cannot be extended
to interact with any Social Network or deliver any kind of
service.
One of the most promising Context-aware systems that
rely on Mobile Social Networks is WhozThat. WhozThat
harnesses mobile and wireless technology to help answer the
age-old human social question “Who’s that?” It builds a local wireless networking infrastructure using mobile devices
to share each individual’s social networking ID, then connects to the Internet via wireless to look up the advertised
identities. It then consults an online social network with the
identity to import the relevant social context into the local
context to enrich the local human interaction. WhozThat
scheme provides major improvements to context-aware mobile social networks. However it does not meet the four criteria mentioned earlier in this section. WhozThat relies on
the Social ID of a certain network as identification for its
system. This makes it limited in its ability to encompass
multiple heterogeneous social networks. Although the authors mention the possibility of creating a gateway between
the Social Network and WhozThat, there are no details on
how such a gateway could be designed. WhozThat deploys
a specific Bluetooth component to exchange information between the mobile device and the context aware server. This
limits the possibility of deploying WhozThat on any device
due to specific technology constraints.
We address the limitations and weaknesses of the aforementioned schemes and propose a novel and truly smart
adaptive ecosystem that utilizes contextual social information and enhances people’s real-world experience through
technology. We call our new system Emerje to symbolize
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its vision of migrating social networks to the real world and
allowing users to emerge into their surroundings.

4 Smart social spaces architecture
In this section the overall architecture is presented. We show
how different modules interact and how data is retrieved
from social networks.
4.1 Design goals
To get the most out of smart spaces, a comprehensive
context-aware scheme that addresses heterogeneous contexts is necessary. The smart space should offer flexible
adaptive service based on varying contexts and policies.
This system has been inspired by the currently ongoing research in the areas of pervasive and ubiquitous computing
and more specifically context and location awareness. To the
best of our knowledge, no research has been conducted on
using Social Networks to create a social context and having it combined with other forms of contextual information
to produce a more reliable pervasive computing framework.
Our design goals include:
Abstraction: The smart space should be divided into modules that communicate with each other through interfaces
that hide a module’s information and classifies them into
public and private parts. The architecture should deal with
public information and how the different modules function and communicate with each other. Private component details—which only have to do with the internal
implementation—are only considered during the simulation.
Feasibility: Being able to practically implement and deploy smart spaces is a must. Our proposed system should
balance economical and business constraints with technology and networking constraints to produce a cost effective
feasible solution.
4.2 Defining smart social spaces
Emerje service areas are split into regions called “Spaces”.
A Space can be defined as an environment that integrates a
number of technologies, mobile devices and services into a
single adaptive system. These Smart Spaces recognize individuals and their needs and wants, as well as changes in
individuals, changes in needs and wants, and changes in the
environment. Within the coverage of a Space, users interface
and interact with heterogeneous adaptive services, nearby
users and devices within the Space. Spaces consist of large
amounts of data that help give the system its context awareness and ability to adapt and provide smart relevant services.
An example of a space is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 A representation of
Smart Space in a shopping mall

Emerje’s Spaces use situation based reasoning approach
to provide context aware services. A situation is “the combination of circumstances at a given moment” [8]. Different
sensors can be used to provide context awareness. Physical
sensor inputs for attributes such as pressure, sound and light
can be used. Smart Spaces are usually known as “ordinary
environments equipped with visual and audio sensing systems that can perceive and react to people without requiring them to wear any special equipment. Pervasive devices,
sensors, and networks, provide infrastructure for contextaware smart spaces that sense ongoing human activities and
respond to them” [9]. However Emerje system is different
from traditional Smart Spaces in that it supports the retrieval
of data from non-physical sensors as well, such as Social
Networks.
An Emerje Space usually serves a certain physical location and allows users and services within that region to interact with each other. Services are delivered to users and
collaboration between different users is made possible. For
instance, on campus the Computer Science building can be
within the coverage of a single Emerje Space. This allows
users within the building to collaborate with each other. Different kinds of services can be delivered to the people within
the building and hence space. Students can share files, exchange data through peer-to-peer communication and collaborate on schoolwork. Screens can provide services relevant to the people within their vicinity such as news about
the department that may be of interest to them based on
whether they are undergraduate students, graduate students,
faculty, staff or guests. A multitude of other context aware
services can be provided as well.
Emerje spaces are not necessarily bound by a single physical location. For instance, if the Computer Science department had multiple buildings across campus they could all

be associated with a single Space. Spaces can even be completely independent of physical location. For instance users
can choose to connect to the Space they prefer regardless
of their current location. By default if a user is not within
the coverage of a particular Space they are connected to
the “Global” Space. These different kinds of spaces are presented in Fig. 2.
4.3 Operation
In this section we describe the overall operation and functionality of the system.
On Startup: Once the smart space application is loaded it
periodically searches for Internet access points. It also provides the user with the option of connecting to a Smart Space
remotely. Not all Smart Spaces would allow remote connectivity, but the user would have the option to connect to those
that do.
On Entry into coverage of Network: Connecting—The
phone operating system requests the user to choose an access point to use to connect to the network. This network
access technology could be any accessible technology such
as Wi-Fi, Wi-Max, 3G or others. The device must connect
to the access point dedicated to the smart space. It is also
possible to connect to the smart space via any kind of network. This can be achieved by following the foreign and
home agent concept and is discussed in more details in future sections.
Registration with Smart Space—After the IP connection
is established, the client must register the user with the
Smart Space specific network. If the user has previously
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Fig. 2 The different possible
kinds of Spaces

connected to a Smart Space then this simply involves logging in. If the user is new to the Smart Space then a registration process takes place.
Registration with Social Network—Once the user is connected to the Smart Space, they need to also register with
their public Social Network such as Facebook, Twitter or
others and give the Smart Space permission to access their
Social Context.
User Listing—Once registration is complete, Smart
Space retrieves information about users within the space. It
classifies users as either Family, Friends, etc. This classification is based on other users’ relationship to our user. Friends
and family are the direct friends and family that were retrieved from Social Networks. Potential Friends are people
within the smart space have similar interests or hobbies or
are registered to the same groups as the user.
Group Listing—The user is also served a list of all active
groups within the Smart Space. This list is requested from
the IMS Group List Manager.
Presence—Since it is important to get updates on the
presence status of all friends, it is necessary to subscribe
to presence updates of the contact list. In addition to that, it
is important to publish the user’s current status too, so that
all users can see the status of all users on their contact list.
Status updates are carried out periodically and not just

SIP Service Session Initiated—In order to access and
communicate with Smart Space services on the IMS AS the
client needs to create an IMS session that needs to be managed for the whole duration of the application runtime. At
this point it is necessary to therefore initiate a new session
between the client and the Application server.
Smart Space Information Requested—With the established session, the client is able to request Smart Space application specific data from the server. For instance it can list
all tags, smart zones and maps.
4.4 Core client services
In this section we discuss the different client-side services
and features and show how they will interact with the rest of
the system.
Groups —Groups menu feature allows a user to interact,
communicate and collaborate instantly with a whole group
of people of the same interests. After selecting a user, a user
can choose to add this currently selected user as a friend.
This results in a friend request being sent to the other user.
If the other user approves the friend request the users become friends on the Smart Space and the users’ public Social Networks if they are members of the same Social Network(s). Once a user accesses a group, they can leave a
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message on the group’s public forum, they can send private
messages to specific group members, they can start group
events, share pictures or multimedia and more.
Private Messages —The client consists of a private message
inbox that stores any messages sent to the user. These messages can contain text as well as pictures and multimedia.
Messages consist of ones sent by other users. Messages can
also be system notification and announcements.
Information Lists —There needs to be lists that provide
group, presence and other kinds of different information
about services provided by the Smart Space. For instance,
there needs to be a list of friends who are currently online
within the smart space. This list can act as an Instant Messenger. Another list can list all the groups currently within
the smart space and maybe allow sorting by relevance to
the user based on hobbies and interests. Other lists can include multimedia information, shared information, news,
status updates and so on.
User Profile —After selecting a user on the friend list or
map, a profile details page is displayed. The profile contains basic information such as name, birthday, profile picture, education info, school, work, department, hobbies,
interests, etc. The profile also contains other information
such as wall messages and presence and location information. The profile also allows the user to access a buddy oriented menu that enables all interaction and collaboration
features such as messaging, file sharing and session initiation. A user can start multimedia sessions such as voice
calls or video conferencing.
4.5 Emerje client user agent
The phone client application is developed for mobile devices
and is based on SIP. Devices support many different types of
access networks so the applications can use any of the standard wireless technologies 3G, EDGE, WiFi or WiMax to
access the IMS core. Devices can range from smart phones,
PDAs, tablet PCs to laptops and even desktop computers.
Emerje’s Client User Agent is presented in Fig. 3.
4.6 E-CSCF
Since the core of an Emerje network consists of IMS, CSCFs
are present and play a major role in managing the system.
Emerje is equipped with IMS P-CSCF and S-CSCF.
P-CSCF protects the IMS components and servers. Since
the system communication is session based between client
applications, the SIP server and other servers such as the location and presence server, they all need to interact with the
P-CSCF at application start-up. Dynamic port assignments
on both sides need to be requested and stored for later use.
P-CSCF is located within the Emerje network and acts as
a representative to the user, assisting in authorization and authentication and routing messages from the user agent to the
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Emerje server and vice versa. P-CSCF acts as a proxy server
within the system. It received SIP messages from the user
agents, analyzes them and forwards them to the rest of the
Emerje network where necessary. P-CSCF does not modify
the SIP and enclosed EXDEP messages (EXDEP messages
are explained in section).
P-CSCF can also act as a User Agent on behalf of the
actual Client User Agent. In that case P-CSCF can independently initiate and terminate sessions. This is useful within
the Emerje network when a user has a scheduled certain
tasks or has setup certain preferences and policies. When
the appropriate conditions are met P-CSCF executes these
requests.
The P-CSCF therefore has multiple key roles within the
Emeje networks. It acts as an entry point to the rest of
the network and other servers including the S-CSCF and
Emerje-AS. P-CSCF is a reliable entry point because it possesses a static public IP address. P-CSCF also routes registration messages to the core of the Emerje server for authorization and authentication. Furthermore, P-CSCF forwards
all messages from the User Agent to the S-CSCF and replies
back to the User Agent with a confirmation. P-CSCF also
carries out less critical functionalities such as compression
and decompression of SIP messages.
S-CSCF server is the core server of the Emerje system, it
communicates with the user database and handles all registrations, session setups and other SIP messages. Triggers on
the S-CSCF advice the server to forward certain messages
to Emerje-AS on the SIP application server.
S-CSCF is the backbone of the IMS part of Emerje. Its
main functionalities include initiating, managing and terminating sessions. All aspects of a session are managed for the
users involved in that session. It is therefore necessary for
S-CSCF to be involved in all user communication streams
whether incoming or outgoing.
S-CSCF coordinates between different Emerje entities
such as the User Agent, Emerja-AS, Location Awareness
AS, etc. S-CSCF handles most of the authentication, authorization and registration. It can also manage all aspects of a
session from initiation, monitoring, progression and termination. S-CSCF communicates with both the users and services within the Emerje Space. S-CSCF maintains the session state that is needed to preserve session information between different Emerje entities.
Similar to the P-CSCF, S-CSCF can also act as a User
Agent on behalf of the actual Client User Agent. S-CSCF
can independently initiate and terminate sessions. S-CSCF
can also act as a proxy server and forward messages to
Emerje entities. According to SIP entities and triggers.
The S-CSCF therefore has multiple key roles within the
Emeje networks. It authenticates and registers users that enter or join a Space. It also manages session creation, progression and termination. Sessions are monitored and SIP signal-
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Fig. 3 Emerje Client User
Agent

Fig. 4 E-CSCF

ing flows go through the S-CSCF. Furthermore, S-CSCF inspects messages and acts as a proxy server that forwards the
messages to the target Emerje Application Server. S-CSCF
also communicates with the Presence and Policies Server.
It also communicates with the Database Manager and Location Awareness Server to aid in the provision of context
awareness and relevant information to other Emerje entities.
Since P-CSCF and S-CSCF communicate with each
other via standardized SIP and IMS methods, they are combined within Emerje to form E-CSCF. Nonetheless, they
continue to perform all the functionalities discussed. The
different uses of E-CSCF are presented in Fig. 4.
4.7 Emerje-AS server
Emerje-AS is a highly customized SIP Application Server
that acts as a host for the server-side of Emerje. EmerjeAS acts as the heart of Emerje and is responsible for interacting with most major Emerje components and coordinating all Emerje activities. Emerje interacts with the Database

Manager to add, edit or delete Database entries. It also communicates with the Location Awareness Manager to make
location-aware decisions. For instance, during registration
Emerje-AS asks the Location Awareness Manager for the
most suitable Space to connect a user to. Emerje-AS also
communicates with the Social Network Manager to synchronize between Emerje and a user’s Social Network(s).
Social contexts are retrieved from Social Networks or updated via such communication. Emerje-AS communicates
with other components via SIP messages. Although EmerjeAS cannot directly communicate with the User Agent it can
communicate with E-CSCF and use triggers to reach the
User Agent and vice versa.
The Emerje-AS and E-CSCF communicate with each
other continuously. The E-CSCF decides on which messages from the MH are forwarded to the Emerje-AS and
which messages from the Emerje-AS are forwarded to the
MH. The E-CSCF is constantly receiving SIP messages
from different entities that are also destined to other different
entities within the system. It is therefore necessary to have a
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SIP messages like INVITE are parsed. Connection information is extracted from the INVITE message and passed onto
the SIP Manager which handles the rest of the SIP communication request.
SIP Manager is also responsible for parsing data and creating EXDEP messages which are then concatenated to the
payload of SIP messages.
XML Manager is responsible for authenticating XML
messages, parsing them and translating the info into syntax
that can be interpreted by the Database Manager.
4.8 The Presence and Policies Server (PPS)

Fig. 5 Emerje AS-Server

way of filtering messages at the E-CSCF to identify whether
the message needs to be forwarded to the Emerje-AS or another entity within the system. This is done via Triggers and
Trigger Points, which are strings, used as identifiers. When a
message is received by the E-CSCF it compares the header
of the SIP message with the available Trigger Points and
forwards the messages onto the matching entity for more
processing.
Emerje’s E-CSCF forwards any SIP message with
“emerje” Trigger Point in the header to the system’s main
SIP-AS: Emerje-AS. Emerje-AS is responsible for processing any Emerje related SIP messages and SDP data. EmerjeAS is also responsible for managing user sessions, data flow
within the system, interaction with the MySQL database,
XML parsing, Social Network interfacing and much more.
Emerje-AS XML module creates the Emerje XML Data Exchange Protocol (EXDEP) messages that are responsible for
communicating with the database and other components of
the system. Emerje-AS acts as a SIP proxy server and SIP
User Agent depending on the service being requested. Different modules within the Emerje-AS server are shown in
Fig. 5.
SIP Manager within Emerje-AS is responsible for interacting with the E-CSCF. Communication between these two
modules is done via SIP messages. The SIP Manager is thus
responsible for handling all core SIP messages such as REGISTER, ACK, INVITE, MESSAGE, etc. Methods are implemented for all the possible SIP messages. Any custom
messages are also implemented in different methods.
Within Emerje-AS also exists the SDP Manager. SDP
Manager interacts with the MH and parses SDP Payloads.

Managing presence and policies is a major requirement for
providing a truly omnipresent smart social network services
platform. Presence services should be capable of providing
a multitude of different information to all users within the
space. Changes to existing states within the system should
be detected by the server and propagated to all users interested in that information. New services added to the space
by third-party developers should be able to read, understand
and interact with Presence and Policies Servers. Ultimately,
services should be able to deliver presence information by
understanding users’ preferences and requirements.
4.9 Location Awareness Server (LAS)
Location information is essential for the operation of Emerje
networks and applications. Emerje uses the Location Awareness Server (LAS) to extract information about current user
location based on the location of their device. LAS is responsible for all location-based decisions that take place within
Emerje. It helps give Emerje location awareness that results
in smarter and more adaptive services. By equipping Emerje
with location awareness it also becomes possible to localize
the services and provide geographically relevant information.
In regards to Smart Space, it is important for the participating mobile hosts to be aware of the location of other
hosts. This can allow them to realize the possibility of cooperation in given situations. It can also allow them to get
access to resources from the surrounding nodes within the
space without previous knowledge of the space’s resources
or properties. Location awareness can enable the mobile
hosts to use resources that are available in that environment
without need for any particular pre-configuration. Location
Awareness can also help the system predict how long a mobile host will remain within the vicinity of the smart space.
By predicting the duration through which the host will remain within the space, the system can then decide whether
or not to retrieve the host’s social networking profile or provide services that are catered to that user.
Emerje will combine and integrate the location information provided by some of the multitude of possible Location
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Based technologies to provide better location awareness.
GPS can be used outdoors in non urbanized areas where the
signals would not be blocked. Wi-Fi combined with an embedded accelerometer and digital compass can be used indoors. In that case an application layer tracking algorithm
accompanied by a wealth of database information is used to
provide a good approximation of a mobile host’s location,
position, displacement, velocity, acceleration and route. Location services can also be based on proximity from other
nodes within the system. All these location services will be
used to provide location awareness within the wider smart
space context scope. The end result would be user-tailored
interaction and an enhanced user experience.
LAS has numerous applications within Emerje. As soon
as a user connects to Emerje LAS decides which Space to
connect the user to. This decision is based on the user’s proximity to Spaces as well as the user’s preferences. LAS uses
longitude, latitude and Wi-Fi connections to determine the
location of the user. An algorithm is then used to predict
how long a user will be staying within the vicinity of a certain space and based on all this information LAS decides
whether or not to connect the user to the Space.
LAS also periodically collects location information about
each user, converts it to a readable XML-based location contexts and forwards the contexts to the Services Manager. The
Services Manager sends the location contexts to Context
Managers, which in turn aggregate the contexts in different way to create a picture of the current space. Services use
these contexts to deliver particular information that would
be of use or interest to people currently within the Space.
LAS is integrated with the core Emerje IMS system. It
can communicate with the Emerje-AS via SIP messages.
Fig. 6 User updates policies
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LAS contains its own signaling messages and payloads
within SIP messages to exchange special location specific
information.

5 Data flow through Emerje
To better understand how EXDEP messages are transferred
within the system, a couple of examples are presented in
Figs. 6 and 7. EXDEP messages can be classified into two
categories: unidirectional and bi-directional. All features
that require updates to the database but don’t expect any
EXDEP response are considered unidirectional.
A few examples of unidirectional EXDEP message transfers include updating a user’s social context, sending a private message to another user, writing a visitor message on
another user’s profile, writing a new feed and updating a
user’s preferences, privacy and policies.
If a user would like to update their policies they use
their MH UI to setup their new policy preferences. When
they save their new preferences the User Agent calls writeEXDEP and includes the new preferences as parameters.
SIP Manager then encapsulates the newly generated EXDEP
messages within the payload of the SIP message. It also includes the command setPolicies. This way the Emerje-AS
will be able to know what it needs to do. The SIP message
is sent from the User Agent to the E-CSCF. E-CSCF reads
the header of the SIP message, recognizes that it is destined
for the Emerje-AS and forwards it there. Emerje-AS parses
the EXDEP message and reads the setPolicies command. It
therefore continues parsing the rest of the EXDEP message
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Fig. 7 User gets social context

to extract the actual policies. The policies are then sent to
the Database Manager in a setPolicies method call and the
Database Manager updates the database with the new policy information. If the process was successful Emerje-AS
sends a 200 OK SIP message to the E-CSCF which in turn
forwards it to the MH User Agent.

6 Managing presence
The general understanding is that presence is a service that
allows a user to be informed about the availability of another user. Users can set their status to online, offline, busy,
away or anything they like. Users can also share information
about their device and its multimedia and other capabilities.
We extend this definition of presence to encompass more
than just users: Services, on top of users, can now be considered as “users” that have states, features and capabilities.
The same applies to environments. This enables users and
services to easily interact with one another. Services can notify users of changes to their statuses and information and
vice versa.
We develop a presence and policies framework that consists of a presence server and assigns different roles to differ-

ent entities within the system. The operation of the Presence
and Policies Server is illustrated in Fig. 8. Users and services provide presence information and are therefore defined
as presentities. The presence information supplied by users
and services include properties and attributes, statuses, network capabilities, features, etc. Every device acts as a Presence User Agent and every service has a Presence Service
Agent module. Presence User and Service Agents provide
information about a user or service’s current presence.
A presence user agent knows whether the user is logged
in or not and has information about the user’s registration
status and what kinds of sessions they are currently running.
If the user is engaged in any kind of communication the user
agent is also aware of that. User agents can even have more
information such as user’s preferences, what kinds of communications the user is interested in or capable of accepting.
And even when a user will be available or what the user is
doing right now. All information gathered by User Agents is
then forwarded to the Presence and Policies Server.
PPS gathers all information about a single user or service and creates a complete picture of that user. It does the
same for all users and services within the space and hence
creates a complete presence picture of the whole space. The
server controls all the information flowing through the pres-
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Fig. 8 Social Network Presence and Policies Architecture

ence framework. It coordinates between presentities, presence user agents, service agents and watchers. PPS also acts
as a proxy server for subscription requests.
User and Server agents can also act as Watchers that
monitor the presence of other presentities that a user is subscribed to and requests updates about changes to their Presence information.
Event Notifier There are many possible ways of designing an event notifier. However, since the prosposed system
deals with services and sessions it is safe to assume that the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) will very likely be used.
We therefore build our presence and policies service on top
of the SIP event notification framework. Users can follow
other users or services via a SIP Subscribe message. PPS
sends out a SIP Notify message to all relevant Watchers
when a change occurs to a presentity’s presence information. To distinguish these SIP messages from other SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY messages going through the system, we
specially tag the SIP Event Header field stating that this is a
presence-related message.
To better understand how the presence system functions
we identify the steps that occur when a presentity decides
to publish new information. If a user or service wants to
publish new presence information it does so via the User or
Service Agent. Different User and Service Agents can provide different information. For example a user can be available on their cell phone but away from their laptop so these
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kinds of information would reflect on the presence information. Same applies to services and Service Agents; A service can be available on a certain monitor for instance but
not on others and therefore different Service Agents can
provide different information that when combined reflects
the overall presence picture for that service. Every User and
Service Agent sends a SIP PUBLISH message to the Presence Server containing their view of the presence information. The Presence server is then responsible for integration
all these messages by combining the information with user
policies and preferences and other contextual information.
The end result of this presence integration process is a single
presence document that describes and sums up the presentity’s presence and policies information.
This document however is not delivered to the watchers
as is. Different watchers can only see certain information
about the user or service and therefore some information is
removed from the document as necessary based on user and
service policies and different versions of the presence document are assigned to different watchers. This is where a presentity’s privacy policies are also enforced. Certain users for
instance may say that certain watchers will not get information about their physical location. These rules can be based
on the users’ social relationships and contexts and therefore
the social context is also used to customize the presence document.
Once the presentity’s preferences and policies have been
reflected on the presence document, the watcher’s preferences are also applied onto the document. This gets rid of
the extra information that the watcher is not interested in
with regards to the presentity. For instance, the watcher may
be interested in getting information about the user’s status
e.g. online or offline but may have no interest in finding
out what kinds of communication are possible with them,
or where they are located. Even if the presentity made this
information available, it would get removed from the document because the watcher has no interest in it.
Once all the filtering is complete we have the final document. If it’s the first time sending the presence information to the watcher, the document is sent as a whole. If this
is a periodic update, only the differences from the previous
presence status are sent. This is possible since the document
is presented in an XML format. The Presence Server sends
the presence updates within a SIP NOTIFY message. The
watcher combines the current presence context with the new
presence context to create a new current presence context.

7 Representing social context
For a social network dependent system to make use of users’
social profiles, a mechanism for identifying different users,
reading their profiles is necessary and then translating this
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Fig. 9 Representing a member in RDF

information into a format that can be read by other entities within the system. It is better to use an agreed upon semantic representation format such as the Extensible Markup
Language (XML). XML is a general-purpose specification
for creating custom markup languages. In particular the Resource Description Framework (RDF) could be used. RDF
is a family of World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specifications, originally designed as a metadata data model,
which has come to be used as a general method of modeling information through a variety of syntax formats. RDF
can be combined with other technologies to describe people,
objects, and the relationships between them in an abstract
manner. Social networking websites can become rich data
sources that are interpreted by the semantic RDF module.
This information now becomes machine-readable and can
be used to provide an enhanced view and rich set of information about a social network dependent system.
RDF defines a resource as any object that is uniquely
identifiable by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The
properties associated with resources are identified by
property-types, and property-types have corresponding values. Property-types express the relationships of values associated with resources. In RDF, values may be atomic in
nature (text strings, numbers, etc.) or other resources, which
in turn may have their own properties. A collection of these
properties that refers to the same resource is called a description. At the core of RDF is a syntax-independent model for
representing resources and their corresponding descriptions.
For instance in a social network we can represent a member
as shown in Fig. 9.
If additional descriptive information regarding the member were desired, e.g., the member’s email address and affiliated network, an elaboration on the previous example would
be required. In this case, descriptive information about Jane
Smith is desired. Before descriptive properties can be expressed about the member Jane Smith, there needs to be a
unique identifiable resource representing her. Given the directed label graph notation in the previous example, the data
model corresponding to this description is graphically represented as in Fig. 10.
The syntactic vocabulary to be used to describe the profile data extracted is FOAF (Friend of a Friend). FOAF is
a decentralized semantic web technology, and has been designed to allow for integration of data across a variety of applications, web sites, services, and software systems. FOAF
syntax is written in XML syntax, and adopts the conventions of RDF. By using FOAF syntax, modules within a social network dependent system will be able to exchange and

Fig. 10 RDF Data model for Social Network

<rdf:RDF xml:lang="en">
<foaf:Person>
<foaf:name>Jane Smith</foaf:name>
<foaf:nick>jsmith</foaf:nick>
<foaf:interest dc:title="Comedy Movies"
rdf:resource="http://www.imdb.com/Sections/
Genres/Comedy"/>
<foaf:knows>
<foaf:Person>
<foaf:name>Jessice Lee</foaf:name>
</foaf:knows>
</foaf:Person>
</rdf:RDF>
Fig. 11 FOAF representation

represent social network data in a unified and machine readable manner since FOAF specifies ontology for representing
people, objects and the relationships that they share. Using
FOAF, people, their attributes and relationships can be modeled using these concepts:
– Person (Object): Each person is represented as a
foaf:Person instance.
– Profile (Attributes): Each person has certain properties
such as a name foaf:name, gender foaf:gender and profile picture foaf:img
– Relationships: Each person has friends and relationships
which are represented using foaf:knows.
The foaf:Person class represents people. An element
is tagged as a foaf:Person if it is a user of the system.
foaf:name and foaf:knows are examples of an attribute and a
relationship a foaf:Person. These attributes and relationships
can also be called properties. FOAF will enable other modules within a system to exchange a large number of properties such as name, gender, age, interests, email, etc. Figure 11 shows a simple FOAF representation for a social network user profile.

8 Presence and policy ontology
In this section we describe the full ontology that can be used
by a presence and policies server to co-ordinate between different entities within a Social Network based system.
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8.1 Ontology core
We use The Presence Information Data Format (PIDF) as
a reference format for our extended presence description.
PIDF was designed by the IETF as a guide to presence implementations and can be easily extended to create more
complex ontology. This flexibility makes PIDF suitable for
current and future presence systems. It is based on the Common Profile for Presence (CPP). It is therefore crucial that
our presence ontology is compliant with PIDF and hence
CPP. PIDF is also based on the Instant Messaging and Presence (IMPP) protocol. We therefore divide the ontology into
presence data entries. Each entry consists of multiple tuples.
In PIDF these statuses are limited to open and closed. We extend this to allow for custom defined values. By doing so, we
can incorporate members’ statuses from Social Networks.
Because of PIDF’s extensible format and its standardized
representation in XML, it provides a very reliable base on
top of which many extensions have been built. However,
none of these extensions are perfectly suited for our system,
but many of them provide very useful ideas that our system
shall inherit and then further extend and enhance. We describe these different extensions and explain why they are
insufficient. We also explain which parts are inherited and
extended by our ontology.
8.2 Inheriting CIPID elements
Contact Information in Presence Information Data Format
(CIPID) is a basic PIDF extension. CIPID addresses the issue of PIDF’s limit capability of representing contact information. PIDF has a single element for representing contact that is usually limited to the email address. CIPID defines a full set of contact elements that allow the user’s contact information to be represented in more detail. These elements include display-name, card, homepage, icon, msg and
sound.
The <card> element includes a URI pointing to a business card such as a vCard [14] format. The <display-name>
element includes the name identifying the tuple or person
that the presentity suggests should be shown by the watcher
user interface. It is left to the watcher user interface design to
choose whether to heed this suggestion or to use some other
suitable string. The <homepage> element provides a URI
pointing to general information about the tuple or person,
typically a web home page. The <icon> element provides
a URI pointing to an image (icon) representing the tuple or
person. The watcher can use this information to represent the
tuple or person in a graphical user interface. The <map> element provides a URI pointing to a map related to the tuple
or person. The watcher can use this information to represent the tuple or person in a graphical user interface. The
map may be an image, an HTML client-side image map,
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or a geographical information system (GIS) document. The
<sound> element provides a URI pointing to a sound related to the tuple or person. The watcher may use the sound
object, such as a midi or mp3 file, referenced by the URL to
inform the watcher that the presentity has assumed the status
open. The sound object might also be used to indicate how
to pronounce the presentity’s name.
Although these CIPID elements help include more information about the user, they are limited to basic contact information and some messaging-related features. They define
contact information rather than logical properties such as the
user’s mood, and activities. Furthermore, they do not exploit
the wealth of information present in social networks. Therefore CIPID alone is not sufficient for providing a comprehensive ontology, however it does provide some features that
can be inherited by our ontology. The <card> element is
unnecessary for our ontology since the objective of the presence module is not to exchange personal contact information
but rather social context information. It is also preferable
to avoid extracting personal contact information for privacy
reasons. <display-name> element is used by our ontology
to provide the name identifying the person that the presentity suggests should be shown by the watcher user interface.
<homepage> is unnecessary since our system will identify
users through URIs and most Social network users do not
have a local homepage. If they do, it does not add any useful context to the system. The <icon> element is used but
is named <avatar> instead and it provides a URI pointing
to an image (icon) representing the person. The watcher can
use this information to represent the person in a graphical
user interface. The avatar can be an picture of the user. Instead of a <map> element we shall have a more sophisticated <location> element. <sound> element is unnecessary and was created mainly for a more Instant Messaging oriented service. We have therefore inherited certain elements from CIPID but this leaves a lot to be desired in order
to create a truly sophisticated ontology that can represent social context, provide policies and describe user preferences.
8.3 Inheriting RPID elements
The Rich Presence Information Data (RPID) format is a
more advanced extension to PIDF that allows the representation of a large amount of properties in the presence description. This includes physical information such as properties
of the surrounding environment as well as logical properties such activities and mood. Because of the larger amount
of information managed by RPID as opposed to PIDF and
CIPID, it consists of a more complex structure. We analyze
each element and evaluate its usefulness for a social network
dependent system.
The <place-is> element describes properties of the place
the person is currently at. This offers the watcher an indi-
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cation of what kind of communication is likely to be successful. Each major media type has its own set of attributes.
This element allows an environment to be described. For
instance, if the place requires silence, this is where such
restriction would be conveyed. Unfortunately, this element
does not enforce any rules or policies but simply describes
the place. In a social network system so we will need to describe the environment or space within which a mobile client
exists but this should be described in a more concrete manner than enables the enforcing of policies.
The <place-type> element describes the type of place
the person is currently at. This offers the watcher an indication of what kind of communication is likely to be appropriate. Such kind of classification can be very useful in
describing social network based environments. At the same
time, each environment has its unique properties, requirements and policies and therefore it is necessary to allow for
custom property definitions as well.
The <privacy> element indicates which types of communication third parties in the vicinity of the presentity are
unlikely to be able to intercept accidentally or intentionally.
This does not in any way describe the privacy properties of
the electronic communication channel, e.g., properties of the
encryption algorithm or the network protocol used. SIP session management renders this element useless in our system. It should be impossible for a third party to intercept a
communication between two clients and it is necessary to
implement the security and privacy features that ensure that.
The <relationship> element designates the type of relationship an alternate contact has with the presentity. This
element is provided only if the tuple refers to somebody
other than the presentity. Relationship values include “family”, “friend”, “associate” (e.g., for a colleague), “assistant”,
“supervisor”, “self”, and “unknown”. The default is “self”.
So if say a friend is using the user’s mobile device, the relationship value would be set to “friend”. If a relationship is
indicated, the URI in the <contact> element refers to the
entity, such as the friend, that has a relationship to the presentity, not the presentity itself. For our system the services
and applications are device independent. Each user can login
to the space using a unique username. If someone borrows
another person’s device, they should log on using their ID.
Hence, the user properties, preferences and policies follow
the user around and are independent of device, network and
location.
The <service-class> element designates the type of service offered. The possible entries include electronic, postal,
courier, freight and in-person. This element is focuses on
describing physical services and this is irrelevant to a social
network kind of system and is therefore omitted.
The <sphere> element designates the current state and
role that the person plays. It is a very useful property that
allows the user to split their life into several “spheres”. For
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example, it might describe whether the person is in a work
mode, at home, or participating in activities related to some
other organization such as university. CIPID does not define names for these spheres except for two common ones,
“work” and “home”, as well as “unknown”. Sphere element
would be a very powerful property to provide in our social
network oriented system however the ability to define custom spheres would be necessary. By using spheres, a person
would be able to easily turn on or off certain rules that depend on what groups of people should be made aware of
the person’s status. For example, if the person is a student
at Queen’s University, she might set the sphere to “queenscampus” and then have a rule set that allows other Queen’s
students to see her presence status. Or it can be more specific, e.g. “queenspsychology14” and have rules that allows
Queen’s Psychology students class of 2014 only to see her
presence status. As soon as she switches her status to “res”,
“home”, or some other sphere her fellow psychology students would lose access. Spheres offer services and
The <status-icon> element includes a URI pointing to
an image (icon) representing the current status of the person
or service. The watcher may use this information to represent the status in a graphical user interface. This element
is unnecessary in our system since users can define custom
statuses or present Social Network based statuses.
The <time-offset> element describes the number of
minutes of offset from UTC at the person’s current location. A positive number indicates that the local time-of-day
is ahead (i.e., east of) Universal Time, while a negative number indicates that the local time-of-day is behind (i.e., west
of) Universal Time. We can utilize this basic element in our
system to manage time within different spaces in different
geographical locations.
The <user-input> displays the amount of time that has
passed by since a user last used the service based on human
user input, e.g., keyboard, pointing device, or voice. This element is not very useful for our system which is based on
minimizing user-device interaction to provide a more seamless user experience.
8.4 Exchanging partial presence information
One of the characteristics of the PIDF and its extensions is
that the document always needs to carry all presence information available for the presentity. In some environments
where low bandwidth and high latency links can exist, it is
often beneficial to limit the amount of transported information over the network.
We address this issue by incorporating a scheme similar
to PIDF-diff within our presence ontology. The root element
of the presence description is labeled as <pidf-full> and the
contents of the <pidf-full> presence description are all elements of the ontology. When only the changes of the presence document are transported, the model described in XML
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patch operations [RFC5261] is used. The root element of
the document is then <pidf-diff>. The patch operation elements: <add>, <remove>, and <replace> allow changing
<xs:element name="uri" type="xs:anyURI"/>
<xs:element name="userid" type="xs:integer"/>
<xs:element name="userid" type="xs:integer"/>
<!FOAF Syntax such as that in Figure 11
goes in here />
<!Sample of schema: />
<xs:element name="whocanfind">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation>
Designates the current state and role
that the person plays.
</xs:documentation>
</xs:annotation>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:choice minOccurs="0">
<xs:element name="contacts"
type="empty" />
<xs:element name="sphere"
type="empty" />
<xs:element name="sphereandcontacts"
type="empty" />
<xs:element name="everyone"
type="empty" />
<xs:element name="noone" type="empty" />
<xs:any namespace="custom"
maxOccurs="unbounded" processContents="lax"/>
</xs:choice>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<! .. more elements go in here based
on discussion in Section 5 />
Fig. 12 Partial representation of social network schema

Fig. 13 A representation of the
implemented system
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the partial content of the cached local copy of the full presence document. The <add> element is used to add new content, the <replace> element updates, and the <remove> element removes existing content.
We also uses a ‘version’ attribute which consists of a sequence number which is incremented by one between subsequent document updates, i.e., a more recent document update has a higher ‘version’ value than the previous one. This
number can be used to ensure consistent updates as the recipient of the document can use the ‘version’ number to
properly order received documents and to ensure that updates have not been lost. This number will be incremented
independently regardless of whether the <pidf-full> or the
<pidf-diff> content is transported. Hence, a single version
counter is maintained across <pidf-full> and <pidf-diff>
presence documents.
8.5 Managing events and timing presence
So far all the presence information we have created describes the current state of the presentity only. However, a
watcher can better plan communications if it knows about
the presentity’s future plans. For example, if a watcher
knows that the presentity is about to travel, it might initiate
certain communication sessions ahead of time. Also events
and calendars play a major parts of current Social Networks
and therefore having a Smart Social Space that makes use of
this information is crucial.
It is also useful to represent past information since it may
be the only known presence information; it may give watchers an indication of the current status. For example, indicating that the presentity was at an off-site meeting that ended
an hour ago indicates that the presentity is likely in transit at
the current time.
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We developed the social network based system to test our
ontology. Figure 13 shows an illustration of the Smart Social
Space that was developed.
The system is device independent but an iPhone client
and a Windows client are used for testing. These two clients
were simply used as examples and proof of concept. The
Presence and Policies manager filters information and only
forwards necessary information to other entities within the
system. Users are able to connect to any kind of social network, make sure of any service and connect via any access technology. We therefore meet the criteria mentioned
in Sect. 3.

10 Conclusion & future work

Fig. 14 User Client

We use the <timed-status> element specified in RFC
4481 a child of the <tuple> element. The <timed-status>
element includes a ‘from’ attribute and may also include an
‘until’ attribute to describe the time when the status assumed
this value and the time until which this element is expected
to be valid. If the ‘until’ attribute is missing, the information
is assumed valid until the watcher receives new presence information that overrides it.

There is a wealth of information within Social Networks,
which if exploited properly and combined with rules and
policies, can lead to a whole new level of smart contextual
services. We proposed a mechanism to extract data from heterogeneous Social Networks, link profiles across different
networks and aggregate the data obtained. We also designed
a Presence and Policies Server that manages the information exchange between Social Networks, services and the
environment and passes along the relevant information and
rules to different entities. The Presence and Policies server
is capable of querying, importing and aggregating data from
across multiple Social Networks and services and then converting that data into standardized semantic information that
can be interpreted and translated into meaningful information by other users and services.
One very promising future direction is to expand on such
a system to define the way in which services make use of
this information and aggregate the different data obtained to
create smart adaptive services.
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